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a b s t r a c t

The bulk structure, surface characteristics and catalytic properties of Fe-based perovskite-type oxides
with the formula La1−xSrxCo0.2Fe0.8O3−ı for x = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 have been investigated as potential
anode catalysts for solid oxide fuel cells. The properties were found to strongly depend upon Sr-content,
temperature, and environment. The bulk structure shifted towards being oxygen deficient and cubic
under atmospheric conditions as the Sr content increased. The oxygen activation was found to be a
strong function of Sr content with the catalysts being more active and having a lower activation energy
eywords:
erovskite
olid oxide fuel cell
xygen nonstoichiometry
tructure–property

for Sr-rich La1−xSrxCo0.2Fe0.8O3−ı. The materials showed good activity for methane oxidation forming
only complete oxidation products and showing no propensity to coke formation, making them a stable
potential anode catalyst for SOFCs.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
xidation activity
node catalysts

. Introduction

Perovskite-type (ABO3) oxide catalysts have been extensively
tudied over the past several years due to their oxygen storage
nd conduction properties [1–4]. Their applications include several
atalytic reactions including total and partial oxidation reactions
f hydrocarbons and volatile organics, photo-catalysis, and envi-
onmental applications such as SO2 removal. They are also widely
tudied for their use in oxygen sensors and oxygen separation
embranes where their anionic conductivity is utilized to achieve

igh purity separations [5,6]. They have also been studied exten-
ively as potential electrode materials for solid oxide fuel cells,
gain for their properties related to oxygen activation and conduc-
ion [4].

In recent years, there have been several studies on Co- and Fe-
ased perovskites as potential cathode catalysts. Defect structure

nd presence of oxygen vacancies can be attributed to the improved
xygen reduction and conduction capabilities in these materials [5].
he activity of these materials is co-limited by bulk ionic trans-
ort and the surface exchange kinetics of the oxygen reduction

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 614 292 6623; fax: +1 614 292 3769.
E-mail address: Ozkan.1@osu.edu (U.S. Ozkan).

1 Present address: University of South Florida, Department of Chemical & Biomed-
cal Engineering, 4202 East Fowler Avenue, ENB 118, Tampa, FL 33620, United States.

381-1169/$ – see front matter © 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.molcata.2010.12.006
reaction (ORR) [7]. Thus, in these materials both the bulk oxygen
pathway as well as the interfacial oxygen reduction kinetics play
an important role. It has been shown that surface processes that are
chemical in nature such as the surface oxygen exchange and oxygen
surface diffusion, influence the performance of mixed conducting
perovskite-type materials [5,7–11].

Recently, there has also been increased interest in studying
these oxide materials as potential anode catalysts for SOFCs, exam-
ining them for their activity for methane oxidation reaction as well
as electrochemical performance [12–17]. Replacement of metal-
based anodes with redox-stable metal oxides is promising for
various reasons, among which is their resistance to coking under
most conditions [18]. Moreover the increased ionic conductivity of
these materials increases the extent of the triple phase boundary
(TPB), which is the electrochemically active region where the oxide
ions, the gas phase fuel reactants and the anode reactive sites come
into contact. Also, in the case of oxides, the electrode material can
be a single component as opposed to cermets, which helps over-
come issues such as thermal conductivity mismatches and solid
state reactions between the components [19]. However the electri-
cal conductivities of these materials is pretty low which causes poor

power densities and cell performances [19]. Studies have proven
that the best approach would be to add a functional layer, thus
utilizing two different materials for electrical conductivity and the
anodic activity [20]. Most of the studies have focused on study-
ing samples with 40% Sr dopant as potential anode materials [21].

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molcata.2010.12.006
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/13811169
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/molcata
mailto:Ozkan.1@osu.edu
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owever based on the properties and activity, this might not be
he best candidate. This work focuses on studying the effect of Sr
opant concentration on the properties of doped LaFeO3 catalysts,
s well as the effect of the oxygen mobility and oxygen activation
roperties on the methane oxidation activity.

. Experimental

.1. Sample preparation

The La1−xSrxCo0.2Fe0.8O3−ı samples were synthesized using
onventional solid-state methods [22]. Metal carbonate and oxide
recursors, Co3O4 (Aldrich), La2O3 (Fisher), Fe2O3 (J.T. Baker), and
rCO3 (Alfa Aesar) were used in the synthesis. Stoichiometric pro-
ortions of precursors (10 g total) were measured and mixed in
ceramic jar (half pint from U.S. Stoneware) with 1.6–2.5-mm

iameter zirconia grinding beads (20 g) and distilled water for
4 h at 120 revolutions per minute using a long roll jar mill (U.S.
toneware). The mixture was then dried and crushed with a mor-
ar and pestle. It was then calcined at 1000 ◦C for 48 h (Lindberg Blue
ube furnace) in air for the high temperature solid-state reaction to
ake place and the perovskite structure to form.

.2. X-ray diffraction

The X-ray powder diffraction patterns were collected using a
ruker D8 Advance diffractometer. The radiation source used was
Cu K�1 radiation source. The instrument is outfitted with an inci-
ent beam Ge (1 1 1) monochromator, incident beam Soller slits,
nd a Braun position sensitive detector (PSD). The current and the
oltage were 50 mA and 40 kV. A 9-sample holder using polyethy-
ene holders with a 0.5 mm deep reservoir was used. The scan range

as from 2� values of 20–90◦ at a step size of 0.0144◦ and a dwell
ime of 1 s. Other experimental parameters were as follows: 1◦

ivergence slit, 0.5◦ anti-scatter slit, and 0.75 detector width. The
nit cell parameters were determined using a least-squares fit.

.3. Temperature-programmed reduction

Temperature-programmed reduction (TPR) studies were con-
ucted with a thermal conductivity detector (TCD) in a house-built
ystem equipped with mass flow controllers. Samples (∼85 mg)
ere loaded into a quartz U-tube reactor with plugs of silica wool

nd pretreated in 20 sccm/min of 10% O2/He at 550 ◦C (10 ◦C/min)
nd a hold at the temperature for 20 min in order to clean the sur-
ace of adsorbed species and then cooled under the same flow.
eduction was conducted using 30 sccm/min of 10% H2/N2, and the
emperature was ramped from room temperature to 900 ◦C. The
2 consumption was measured using the TCD signal. Calibration
as performed by calculating hydrogen consumption necessary to

ompletely reduce CuO and AgO and was used in the quantitative
nalysis. The calibration was repeated several times to ensure accu-
acy. Data processing (baseline subtraction and peak integration)
as performed using Grams AI software package.

.4. Thermogravimetric analysis

Thermogravimetric analyses to study oxygen vacancy formation
ere conducted using a Setaram TG-DSC111 instrument, which

s capable of simultaneous microgravimetry as well as calorime-
ry. Flow balancing was performed in air at 350 ◦C before each

et of experiments. Mass changes associated with thermal changes
ere determined by blank runs. The sample (∼85 mg) was loaded

nto Pt sample cups. The mass was allowed to equilibrate at room
emperature to attain a steady mass before flow was started. The
ample was heated to 750 ◦C at 5 ◦C/min in 15 sccm/min flow of
r Catalysis A: Chemical 336 (2011) 23–33

air and an isothermal hold was conducted for 30 min before being
cooled at the same rate. The temperature program was repeated to
eliminate the effects of any surface impurities during the first pro-
gram. The mass change from the second program was then used to
calculate the oxygen vacancy formation in the material. The pre-
cision of the microbalance is ±1.0 �g, which leads to an accuracy
of the oxygen nonstoichiometry (3−ı) to ±0.0002. Reproducibility
was checked with four batches of La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3−ı, which
showed an error margin within 0.001 in the oxygen content calcu-
lation.

2.5. Temperature programmed desorption (TPD)

TPD experiments were used to study oxygen vacancy gen-
eration in inert atmospheres. Experiments were conducted
on both a Thermo-Finnigan Trace Ultra differential scanning
quadrupole (DSQ) gas chromatograph/mass spectrometer (GC/MS)
and Autochem II 2920 instrument equipped with a Thermal Con-
ductivity Detector (TCD). The TCD signal was calibrated using the
instrument’s gas calibration feature. Samples (100 mg) were loaded
in quartz reactors and were pretreated in 30 sccm/min flow of an
oxygen environment (20% O2/He for GC/MS and 10% O2/He for
Autochem) at 850 ◦C (10 ◦C/min) with and hold for 20 min at that
temperature. They were then cooled in the same oxygen flows. The
flow was then switched to He at 30 sccm/min and the system was
purged for 1 h. The TPD was then conducted in He with heating to
900 ◦C at 10 ◦C/min and an isothermal hold for 20 min. Data for the
GC/MS were obtained using selected ion mode (4, 12, 16, 18, 28, 32,
and 44 monitored) and a 3 eV detector gain.

2.6. CO2 temperature programmed oxidation

CO2 TPO experiments were performed after first reducing the
catalyst with 20 sccm/min of 10% H2/He at 850 ◦C for 30 min and
cooling it back down to room temperature. The ramp rate was
10 ◦C/min. The TPO experiment was run with 30 sccm/min of 10%
CO2/He and the sample was heated to 850 ◦C at 10 ◦C/min followed
by an isothermal hold at 850 ◦C for 30 min. The effluent gas stream
was analyzed using a Cirrus RGA-MS (MKS instruments) used in
selected ion mode with a Faraday cup detector.

2.7. Mössbauer spectroscopy

Samples were examined at room temperature by Mössbauer
spectroscopy using a conventional constant acceleration spectrom-
eter with 2 GBq 57Co/Rh source. The pulses corresponding to the
14.4 keV photons were accumulated in a 256-channel analyzer and
were then sorted according to the velocity of the source varied
either in the range of −5 to +5 mm/s or in the range of −10 to
+10 mm/s.

Isomer shifts, given with respect to �Fe, and quadrupolar split-
tings were determined within the precision of 0.02 mm/s. The
accuracy for hyperfine field calculations was 0.2 T. The peaks posi-
tions of the spectra were determined by computer fits using a
least-squares minimization assuming Lorenztian line shapes. The
areas of the observed signals have been used to evaluate the rel-
ative populations of the different iron species, assuming an equal
free recoil fraction for all species.

2.8. Transient reaction studies
The temperature programmed reaction experiments were per-
formed with an Autochem II 2920 (Micromeritics) automated
catalyst characterization system. The experiments were conducted
on an equal surface area (0.92 m2) basis. Samples were loaded into
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-tube reactors and supported on a plug of quartz wool. The reac-
ion effluent was analyzed by a Cirrus RGA-MS (MKS instruments).
his instrument was used in selected ion mode with a electron
ultiplier detector. The reaction involved a temperature ramp at

0 ◦C/min from 50 to 700 ◦C where it was held isothermally for 4 h.
he reactant flows for the methane oxidation were 50 sccm/min of
.0% CH4/5.0% O2/He. For experiments with no gas phase oxygen,
he feed consisted of 25 sccm/min of 5.0% CH4/He.

.9. Steady-state reaction studies

The catalytic tests were performed on an equal surface area
0.92 m2) basis using a quartz fixed-bed flow reactor. The cat-
lysts were pretreated in 10% O2/N2 (50 sccm/min) 850 ◦C for
0 min and cooled under the same flow. The feed percentages were
H4/O2/N2/He = 5/5/40/50 (feed flow rate 50 sccm/min). Nitrogen
as used as the internal standard to quantify volumetric flow rate

hange due to the stoichiometry of the reactions. The reactor efflu-
nt was analyzed using a Shimadzu 2014 Gas Chromatograph with
Flame Ionization Detector (FID), Pulse Discharge Helium Ion-

zation Detector (PDHID) and Flame Photometric Detector (FPD).
eparations were performed using He as the carrier gas using two
olumns: Supelco Q Plot (30 m × 0.53 mm, fused silica capillary
olumn) and CarboxenTM 1010 Plot (30 m × 0.53 mm, fused silica
apillary column). Reaction data were acquired after waiting at
ach temperature for steady state to be reached. Conversions and
ields are defined as follows:

CH4 conversion =
(

moles of CH4 converted
moles of CH4 in feed

)
× 100

O2 conversion =
(

moles of O2 converted
moles of O2 in feed

)
× 100

CO2 yield =
(

moles of CO2 formed
moles of CH4 in feed

)
× 100

. Results

.1. Bulk structure under ambient conditions
The bulk structure of the materials was studied as a function of
r content using XRD and TPR. The room temperature ambient XRD
atterns of the four samples are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. A single-
hase perovskite structure is identified in all four cases. The unit

Fig. 2. Cubic Miller Indices (a) 1 1 1, (b) 2 1 1, (c) 2 2 0, and (d) 3 1
Fig. 1. XRD data for La1−xSrxCo0.2Fe0.8O3−ı under ambient conditions. Data offset for
clarity.

cell parameters are obtained over 5 batches of samples and the
error bars were calculated from pooled deviations.

As shown in Fig. 3, the unit cell length is found to decrease
linearly with increasing Sr content, which is expected as a con-
sequence of replacing more and more of the La atoms in the crystal
lattice with smaller Sr atoms. There is also a transition of phase from
rhombohedral to cubic symmetry with addition of Sr. The rhom-
bohedral phase approaches the cubic phase as the rhombohedral
angle approaches 60◦, the value for cubic symmetry. The sample
containing 60 and 80% Sr are cubic at room temperature as indi-
cated by a 60◦ unit cell angle. This is further re-iterated in Fig. 2
where it can be seen that major lines corresponding to the cubic
phase all shift towards higher 2� values indicating a rhombohedral-
to-cubic transition with increasing Sr content.

The Mössbauer spectra of the doped La1−xSrxCo0.2Fe0.8O3−ı

samples are plotted in Figs. 4 and 5 and the calculated Mössbauer
parameters are presented in Table 1. The results obtained are in
good agreement with those already published in the literature
[23–25]. At 20% Sr content the spectrum is characterized by anti-
ferromagnetic sextuplet with broad lines and a doublet (Fig. 4a).
The hyperfine signal (relative intensity 76%) is characterized by
an isomer shift of 0.35 mm s−1, typical of octahedrally coordinated
Fe3+ in high spin configuration. It can better be fitted consider-
ing a magnetic fields distribution (Fig. 4b). The existence of such

distribution should be related to the presence of the Fe4+ cations
and to a size distribution of the magnetic domains in relation with
a random distribution of the later cations. The doublet (relative
intensity 24%) is characterized by a small isomer shift (14 mm s−1)

0 for La1−xSrxCo0.2Fe0.8O3−ı . The data is offset for clarity.
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ig. 3. (a) Unit cell length and (b) angle for La1−xSrxCo0.2Fe0.8O3−ı calculated from
mbient XRD results.

nd a zero quadrupolar splitting and has been attributed to Fe4+

pecies [26].
At 40, 60 and 80% of Sr dopant concentration, the Mössbauer

pectra contain two doublets (Fig. 5). One corresponding to the
e4+ species, already identified in the spectrum of the 20% Sr con-
aining sample, and one corresponding to Fe3+ species. A transition
rom antiferromagnetic to paramagnetic behavior has occurred.
he transition is accompanied with a strong decrease of the isomer
hift from 0.35 to 0.18 mm s−1 as also reported. In general, the rela-
ive intensity of the Fe4+ doublet increased with the Sr content, but
s not directly correlated to the Sr content, which can be explained
y the formation of oxygen vacancies to balance the decrease in
ositive charge.
.2. Bulk structure as a function of atmosphere

Temperature programmed reduction (TPR) experiments were
onducted to study the oxygen content of the samples at ambient

able 1
össbauer parameters computed from the spectra of the solids, recorded at 25 ◦C;

: isomer shift; �: quadrupolar splitting; H: internal magnetic field.

Solid ı (mm s−1) � (mm s−1) H (T) Relative
intensity (%)

20 0.35 0.00 47.3a 76
0.14 0.00 24

40 0.18 0.34 61
0.14 0.00 39

60 0.18 0.28 53
0.13 0.00 46

80 0.14 0.54 43
0.08 0.00 57

a Mean value of the magnetic fields distribution.
Fig. 4. (a) 57Fe Mössbauer absorption spectra of La0.8Sr0.2Co0.2Fe0.8O3−ı , solid lines
are derived from least-square fits; (b) hyperfine field histogram accounting for the
magnetic sextet.

conditions, as well as a function of temperature. The H2 consump-
tion in the TPR is used to calculate the ambient oxygen content of
the samples as well as the % of the B-site transition metals in +4
oxidation state. With the replacement of the +3 charged La atoms
with Sr (+2) either a corresponding number of the B-site cations
move to +4 oxidation state or oxygen vacancies form to maintain
electro-neutrality in the sample. Thus, the amount of H2 consumed
to reduce these +4 charged B-site cations can be calculated for a
given Sr concentration and subtracted from the total consumption
to yield the oxygen content of the original sample. From these calcu-
lations, the ambient oxygen content can be deduced and the results
are shown in Fig. 6a and b.

It is seen that when there is more La in the sample than Sr, i.e., for
Sr dopant concentrations of 0.4 and 0.2, the materials are stoichio-
metric at room temperature and the percent of tetravalent B-site
cations matches the Sr amount. At the higher Sr dopant levels, it can
be seen that the increase in the B-site valency alone is insufficient,
and the samples become sub-stoichiometric at room temperature.
The oxygen vacancy generation with temperature under reducing
conditions is also calculated and the results are shown in Fig. 6c. As
expected, increasing Sr content leads to larger number of oxygen
vacancies at lower temperatures. The percent of tetravalent ions

calculated from these TPR studies as well as from the Mössbauer
data correlate well as seen in Fig. 7.

Oxygen TPD experiments were also conducted over the sam-
ples to study the vacancy evolution under inert atmospheres. The
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Fig. 5. 57Fe Mössbauer absorption spectra of the La1−xSrxCo0.2Fe0.8O3−ı samples:
(a) x = 0.4, (b) x = 0.6 and (c) x = 0.8; solid lines are derived from least-square
fits.
Fig. 6. (a) Temperature-programmed reduction for La1−xSrxCo0.2Fe0.8O3−ı in 10%
H2/N2 at 10 ◦C/min ramp rate, (b) ambient oxygen content of La1−xSrxCo0.2Fe0.8O3−ı

as a function of Sr doping, and (c) oxygen vacancy generation as a function of tem-
perature.

oxygen evolution was observed and measured using a mass spec-
trometer and a TCD in two separate experiments using the TPR
results as the baseline. From Fig. 8, it is evident that they match
each other well. The oxygen evolution from these materials has
been studied previously and, in our previous work we have seen a
low temperature and a high temperature feature in the oxygen sig-
nal [22,27]. The low temperature peak or the � feature is attributed

to the reduction of the tetravalent cations, while the high tempera-
ture feature or the � is associated with the reduction of the trivalent
cations, and is linked to the oxygen mobility in these materials. It
can be seen that in general, the � peak increases in size with increas-
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ig. 7. % of Fe atoms in +4 oxidation state calculated from Mössbauer (�) and TPR
�).

ng Sr content, however, the sample with the highest Sr content
hows a dominant low temperature peak, which can be attributed
o the increased number of tetravalent B-site ions, and a broad �
eature beginning at much lower temperatures. This indicates the
ase of reducibility in this sample, especially at lower temperatures.

Thermogravimetric studies were used to study the evolution
f oxygen vacancies in air. The results as seen in Fig. 9, using the
PR results as the baseline, again show that the sample with the
argest Sr content forms oxygen vacancies with the greatest ease.
y comparing the vacancy generation in the three different studies
nd environments it can be concluded that the vacancies form more
eadily under reducing and inert conditions when compared to air.

.3. Surface properties

Surface compositions as a function of dopant concentration
ere studied using XPS. The spectra for the A- and B-site cations as
ell as oxygen are shown in Fig. 10. The peaks were deconvoluted

nd the details are reported in Table 2. In the La 3d region, two dif-
erent oxidation states for La were identified. A trivalent oxide with

he 3d5/2 peak at 833.3 ev as well as a higher binding energy feature
t 837 ev which has been linked to surface hydroxyl groups [28,29].
hile there is no significant shift in the peaks, the area decreases

s expected with increasing Sr dopant concentration.

able 2
-ray photoelectron spectroscopy results summary.

Region Position (eV) Surface composition (%)

x = 0.2 x = 0.4 x = 0.6 x = 0.8 x = 0.2 x = 0.4 x = 0.6 x = 0.8

La 3d 833.3 833.8 833.7 833.6 5.2 2.8 2.8 1.7
836.9 837.6 837.3 837.3 4.5 2.6 2.7 1.7

Total 9.7 5.4 5.5 3.5

Sr 3d 131.9 132.1 131.7 131.4 1.5 2.8 2.1 4.3
133.4 133.6 132.6 133.0 2.5 6.9 7.0 5.8

Total 4.0 9.7 9.2 10.0

Co 2p 780.2 781.0 780.8 780.0 1.1 1.0 2.7 1.7
Fe 2p 710.2 710.7 710.4 710.1 7.9 6.7 7.9 7.5
O 1s 528.6 528.3 528.3 529.0 32.3 23.9 14.1 33.8

531.6 531.7 531.3 531.3 45.1 53.4 60.7 43.5

Total 77.4 77.3 74.9 77.3

Fig. 8. Oxygen TPD profiles for La1−xSrxCo0.2Fe0.8O3−ı acquired by (a) MS and
(b) TCD. Data is offset for clarity. (c) Oxygen vacancies from calibrated TCD
signal.

Fig. 9. Oxygen vacancy generation in air measured by TGA-DSC.
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cathode is co-limited by both surface reaction as well as the inter-
facial transport [7]. Fig. 11 shows the m/z = 28 (CO evolution)
signals from the CO2 TPO experiments obtained over pre-reduced
catalysts. It is seen that there are two distinct features in the TPO,
Fig. 10. X-ray photoelectron

In the Sr 3d region, we see two peaks associated with SrO
133 eV) as well a sub-oxide species (131.5 eV) at lower binding
nergies [29]. The concentration of these two species on the sur-
ace increases steadily with increasing Sr content. The oxygen 1s
egion showed interesting shifts with increasing Sr content. While
he higher binding energy peak corresponds to chemisorbed oxy-
en, the lower binding energy peak is attributed to oxide ions in
he lattice. Looking at the overall composition of the surface as indi-
ated by the percentage values in Table 2, it appears that the surface
s enriched in oxygen as compared to the bulk. With increase in the
r doping level, it is seen that the lower binding energy oxygen peak
ecreases in size and follows a similar trend to the TPD data dis-
ussed in the previous section, wherein at higher Sr dopant levels,
he sample is sub-stoichiometric in oxygen at room temperature.
he Fe 2p region shows a band wide enough to include contribu-
ions from Fe in +4 (712 eV) and +3 (710 eV) oxidation states.

.4. CO2 temperature programmed oxidation (TPO)
CO2 TPO has been used before to study oxygen mobility over
erovskite oxides [30]. The mechanism of CO2 dissociation and CO
volution involves formation of surface oxygen species, which then
eed to be interfacially transported into the lattice. Thus activ-

ty for the CO2 reduction/dissociation is a good indicator of the
ra for La1−xSrxCo0.2Fe0.8O3−ı .

rate at which surface oxygen moves into the lattice. It is com-
monly known that the oxygen reduction reaction at the SOFC
Fig. 11. CO2 temperature programmed oxidation over La1−xSrxCo0.2Fe0.8O3−ı.
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sharp low temperature peak at around 600 ◦C and a broad shoul-
er at higher temperature at around 800 ◦C. These features can be
ttributed to different oxygen sites and vacancies in the catalyst
urface and bulk. Both features increase in intensity with increasing
r content. The oxygen TPD results (Fig. 8) also showed two peaks
ttributed to different redox couples in the catalyst. The mecha-
ism of the CO2 TPO is said to involve oxygen vacancies in the

attice and the two features we see in the CO2 evolution are pos-
ibly associated with different lattice sites. The high temperature
eature involves the sites that are harder to re-oxidize and these
ites become more accessible for the TPO with increasing oxygen
ontent due to increased oxygen mobility. Although there are dif-
erences in the CO2 evolution intensity as well as temperature as
function of the Sr doping level, the sample with the highest Sr

oping shows the most pronounced increase in CO2 dissociation.

.5. Reaction activity

Methane oxidation activity of the catalysts was studied as a
unction of Sr dopant level over the La1−xSrxCo0.2Fe0.8O3−ı catalysts
sing both transient and steady state experiments. The results from
he transient Temperature Programmed Reaction (TPRxn) experi-

ents are shown in Fig. 12. The signals are normalized in order
o view the features better. CO2 and H2O were the primary prod-
cts of oxidation over all catalysts. Also, partial oxidation products
uch as CO were not observed in any case. The methane conversion
akes off over all catalysts at around 400 ◦C. The oxygen conversion
nd CO2 light-off temperatures are also around 400 ◦C. At lower
emperatures before reaction takes off, we see a peak in the oxy-
en signal, indicating desorption of oxygen from the catalyst. The
xtent of desorption increases with increasing Sr content. At the
ower dopant concentrations, there is almost no desorption. When

ethane conversion takes off close to 400 ◦C, we see drops in the
2 signal with a corresponding rise in the CO2 signal. Oxygen is
he limiting reactant in these reactions as the feed contains sub-
toichiometric oxygen. In all cases, there is a local maximum in the
O2 signal and a local minimum in the methane signal, and this

s due to the oxygen desorption from the lattice. The size of the
axima and minima is a function of the Sr dopant concentration.
t higher temperatures, the gas phase oxygen and the surface oxy-
en vacancies eventually equilibrate to reach a steady activity, and
O2 and methane signals reach constant values determined by the
xygen concentration in the feed. At this point, the oxygen signal
s zero.

In order to study this effect further, another methane oxida-
ion experiment where no gas phase oxygen was supplied to the
ystem was conducted. In this case, the partial oxidation prod-
cts, H2 and CO are the primary products of reaction. The 28 signal
rom the experiment is shown in Fig. 13. A window of activity is
bserved for the methane oxidation to CO and H2. In all cases, onset
f activity takes place at around 650 ◦C and there are multiple peaks
orresponding to different oxygen sites in the lattice. The tempera-
ure window of activity extends to much higher temperatures with
ncreasing Sr dopant concentrations. For the sample with 80% Sr,
t is seen that the largest feature is observed at 800 ◦C. Also, the
ower temperature features are comparable in area to the sample

ith lower Sr content. Comparing the overall CO evolution from
he sample it is observed that it is a linear function of the Sr con-
ent. With increasing Sr content, we see that more oxygen in the
ample lattice becomes available for the oxidation reaction. This
mplies that there is increased oxygen mobility in the samples with

igher oxygen content, which facilitates higher methane oxidation
ctivity.

Steady-state activity was also studied for methane oxidation. As
een in the transient experiments, for these feed conditions, CO2
nd H2O were the favored products of oxidation, although small
Fig. 12. TPRxn: methane oxidation over La1−xSrxCo0.2Fe0.8O3−ı: (a) Methane, (b) O2

and (c) CO2 signals.

amounts of CO and H2 were also observed (less than 1% yield).
The CO2 yields and oxygen conversions are presented in Fig. 14a
and b, respectively. Complete oxygen conversion was reached over
all catalysts by 550 ◦C. The feed was sub-stoichiometric in oxy-
gen, and hence the maximum methane conversion and CO2 yield
was limited by the availability of oxygen. At lower temperatures,
we see that the samples with the higher Sr dopant levels show
a higher oxygen conversion than the La-rich catalysts. This can

be attributed to increased oxygen mobility in these samples, due
to increased oxygen vacancy formation and hence higher oxygen
activation. Apparent oxygen activation energies calculated from an
Arrhenius plot shown in Fig. 14c are tabulated in Table 3. We see a
significant decrease in activation energies with increasing Sr con-
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Fig. 13. TPRxn: Methane Oxidation with lattice oxygen: CO sign

ent. The oxygen vacancies as well as increased oxygen mobility in
hese materials improve surface oxygen activation.

. Discussion

.1. Effect of Sr content on bulk structure and properties

The effect of Sr doping on the bulk and surface properties
f La1−xSrxCo0.2Fe0.8O3−ı has been studied using a variety of
echniques. The formation of vacancies and oxygen stoichiometry,
hich are strong functions of the dopant concentration, affect the
nit cell symmetry, bulk and surface elemental concentrations.
he samples where the Sr content was 60% and above, were
bserved to be non-stoichiometric with respect to oxygen even at
oom temperature. A rhombohedral-to-cubic symmetry transition
s observed in Sr-rich samples. In general, a cubic structure being

ore symmetric is expected to lead to higher anionic conductivity.
he level of symmetry in perovskite-type structures has been
hown to influence performance [31–34,6]. The oxygen stoichiom-

try is also a strong function of environment, with greater oxygen
acancies forming under reducing conditions compared to that in
ir. This makes it an interesting material as an SOFC anode catalyst
lso.

able 3
xygen activation energies from steady-state methane oxidation on
a1−xSrxCo0.2Fe0.8O3−ı.

X Ea (kJ/mol)

0.2 128
0.4 121
0.6 70
0.8 57
La1−xSrxCo0.2Fe0.8O3−ı (a) x = 0.2 (b) x = 0.4 (c) x = 0.6 (d) x = 0.8.

4.2. Oxygen mobility and oxidation activity

The samples showed good activity for the methane oxidation
reaction and only complete oxidation products were observed.
Most of the studies that included methane oxidation over these
materials have been conducted under conditions of excess oxygen
[35–37]. In our studies, oxygen served as the limiting reactant, and
reaction tests were performed under these conditions to simulate
conditions in an SOFC anode, where the supply of oxygen is limited
by the rate at which it is conducted through the electrolyte to the
anode. Operating at these conditions provided good in-sight into
the differences in oxygen and methane activation as a function of
temperature and Sr content in these samples. It is established in
the literature that the oxidation of methane over perovskite oxides
takes place through an interfacial process where the lattice oxy-
gen is the source of the active oxygen involved in the reaction.
A Mars–Van Krevelen redox cycle is involved, wherein the bulk
oxygen migrates to the surface and is involved in the oxidation
of the surface adsorbate, while it is replaced in bulk by the gas
phase oxygen [3,37]. Thus the mobility of the oxide ions within the
bulk plays a vital role in the catalysis mechanism. This difference
in mobility is more apparent under limiting oxygen conditions. We
observe increased oxygen activation and methane oxidation activ-
ity at lower temperatures with the higher Sr content and oxygen
mobility. At higher temperatures we see the activity go through a
maxima as the bulk oxygen content of the sample equilibrates. This
is further explained by the results observed, as shown in Fig. 13,
when the oxidation is carried out with no external oxygen feed.
These results are further put into context by other studies where

the methane oxidation selectivity was found to be a strong function
of lattice oxygen content [38]. Thus, experiments in limited oxygen
can be useful in studying the catalytic activity of these materials
as potential SOFC anodes. It is known that increasing Sr content in
these materials increases the thermal expansion coefficient (TEC)
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ig. 14. Steady-state methane oxidation over La1−xSrxCo0.2Fe0.8O3−ı . (a) CO2 yield,
b) oxygen conversion and (c) Arrhenius calculations.

f these materials significantly over that of Yttria-Stabilized Zir-
onia, which is the state of the art electrolyte material in solid

xide fuel cells. However, the TEC can be controlled with method
f synthesis as well as pretreatment parameters [4]. It is impor-
ant to optimize the composition for maximum activity as well as
ompatibility.

[
[
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5. Conclusions

The bulk structure and surface properties of
La1−xSrxCo0.2Fe0.8O3−ı for x = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8, have been
studied as a function of Sr content and environment. The oxygen
nonstoichiometry, which is an important property determining
anionic conductivity, mobility and oxygen activation, was studied
using several characterization tools. The correlation with oxygen
activation and oxygen mobility of the sample was studied using
methane oxidation under rich-burn conditions as a model reac-
tion system. Significant differences were observed between the
samples for oxidation activity at lower temperatures. Catalyst
with the higher Sr dopant concentration showed greater degree of
oxygen activation at lower temperatures. These results may have
important implications in identifying optimum Sr contents for
using these materials as anode or oxidation catalysts.
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